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Modern is the watchword at The 2016 
International Travel Goods Show for 
this year’s luggage and travel goods 
accessories: modern look and lines, 
style and smarts.

No one will question the intelli-
gence of a travel lock with proximity 
access and vicinity tracking technolo-
gies or what it brings – a sense of secu-
rity and peace of mind. Or the wisdom 
of expansion-compression technology 
for polycarbonate cases that means 
travelers can up the amount of stuff they 
pack while keeping the weight down. 
And how about a backpack that comes 
bundled with a retractable USB cable 
that integrates with the bag for easy 
charging? Smart.

Another enlightened move? 
Moving the handle to the outside of the 
bag to increase packing capacity and 
provide a flat packing surface. But that’s 
not all. This year’s travel goods manu-
facturers are crushing it with contempo-
rary color palettes of pewter and gold, 
cutting-edge proprietary fabric that 
ratchets up strength and performance, 
bags that keep makeup and meds cool, 
a travel pillow teched out with dual-
density memory foam, and integrated 
RFID-blocking technology in just about 
anything you need for the road, includ-
ing a pocket on a travel jacket.

See what the modern traveler will 
be packing at The 2016 International 
Travel Goods Show at the Las Vegas 
Convention Center this March.

24-7 International _______Booth 5159
Enhancing the travel experience are 
new collections of smartly styled Steve 
Madden, Pathfinder and Andiamo bags. 
Collections will vary by retailers with pat-
terns and solid colors as well as fabrica-
tions, and will include lightweight spinner 
bags from carry-on to check-in models 
plus companion styles in an assortment 
of silhouettes. New Pathfinder Collections 
will have expanded appeal from its heri-
tage of targeting the business road war-
rior to all travelers, with amenities that 
address the requirements of the modern 
traveler. Andiamo Collections will repre-
sent the best value for luxury products 
in luggage that is exciting and attractive 
for the most discriminating retailer and 
consumer alike. MSRP $160-$340

Allett’s RFID Sport Wallet blocks radio 
frequencies of 3000 MHz.

American Tourister  ______Booth 5199

New Steve Madden Collections from 24-7 
International add style and function.

Allett ___________________Booth 4106
Allett introduces a wallet for minimal-
ists: The RFID Sport Wallet is designed 
for the person who likes to keep life sim-
ple but wants protection against credit 
card and identity theft. Handcrafted in 
California, this leather wallet featuring 
a water-resistant interior holds up to 10 
cards and cash. MSRP $39.95

Marvel fans will love American 
Tourister’s co-branded Marvel licensed 
luggage in hardside and softside models, 
designed for all ages. Featured char-
acters for the hardside luggage for all 
ages include Hulk, Iron Man, Captain 
America and Spider-Man; the Avengers 
will grace the exterior of kids’ softside 
and hardside luggage. Features of the 
all ages hardside luggage include single 
spinner wheels, split construction with a 
large mesh pocket on the interior panel 
and cross straps and Marvel charac-
ter specific branded push-button pull 
handle. Kids’ softside luggage features 
include side-mounted skate wheels and a 
large mesh pocket on the interior panel. 
Children’s luggage featuring these super 

Marvel licensed luggage from American 
Tourister lets travelers become a superhero.
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heroes will be available in June 2016. 
MSRP $139.99/21” Spinner hardside; 
$199.99/28” Spinner hardside; $39.99/18” 
Upright Softside and Hardside luggage 
for children

America’s Travel Merchandise 
_________________________Booth 6038
How much fun is travel for kids? The 
Scootie™ (MSRP $99.99) transforms 
the 8 lbs kids’ case into a versatile 
scooter with a weight capacity of 120 
lbs. With a simple fold-up, it goes back 
to a fully maneuverable carry-on. The 
durable and lightweight Cruizer Ride-
On™ ($69.99) can be carried or pulled 
by a child or kids can ride the lug-
gage and be pulled; its 360° front spin-
ner wheels makes turning a breeze. In 
partnership with Nickelodeon™, ATM 
Luggage introduces kids’ favorite char-
acters to both of these items, including 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Blaze 
and the Monster Machines.

the bag’s original size for easy overhead 
storage. The lightweight and durable 
Makrolon® polycarbonate shell is the 
ultimate solution for protecting con-
tents and can be securely locked by 
a TSA-accepted combination dial. An 
Outsider® handle provides greater inte-
rior capacity and a flat inside packing 
surface for clothes. MSRP $529

Canyon Outback Leather 
_________________________Booth 2024
Canyon has created a great weekend 
getaway bag with its Sawyer Wool 
Duffel, a stylish sophisticate featur-
ing a large main zippered compart-
ment with plenty of room for important 
travel essentials and two small zippered 
pockets to hold accessories and small 
personal items. The bag’s hard bottom 
helps it hold its shape and four bot-
tom feet protect it from getting dirty. 
Available in charcoal gray wool/polyes-
ter blend and genuine leather, it has a 
removable 56” shoulder strap and two 
18” carry handles. MSRP $163

The Scootie and Cruizer Ride-On make travel 
for kids fun.

Briggs & Riley Travelware 
___________________ Booths 1090, 1099
The Sympatico International Carry-On 
Expandable Spinner is the world’s first 
polycarbonate case with CX expan-
sion-compression technology. Briggs 
& Riley’s proprietary lightweight CX 
system increases packing capacity by 
18%, then compresses back down to 

Briggs & Riley’s Sympatico International 
Carry-On Expandable Spinner

Cabeau _________________Booth 1009
The state-of-the-art Evolution Cool™ 
offers unmatched support and comfort 
for travelers around the world. This pat-
ented pillow features proprietary dual-
density memory foam, 360° head and 
neck support and a cool-to-the-touch 
wicking fabric cover that is machine-
washable and breathable. Magnetic 
auto-snap toggles hold the pillow in 
place and adjust to provide additional 
head support. Strap the pillow to your 
luggage with its compacting travel case. 
MSRP $59.99

Cabeau’s  
Evolution Cool is a  
technologically advanced neck pillow.

The Sawyer Wool Duffel from Canyon 
Outback Leather is perfectly suited to 

weekend travels.

Cloudz __________________Booth 6049

Cloudz’s new Cloud Sleeper has a carry 
bag for easy transport and also attaches to 

luggage.

Ahh. The Cloud Sleeper keeps your 
back in proper alignment while allow-
ing you to relax in a comfortable and 
natural forward position. As a bonus, 
its patented design lets you use your 
smartphone, watch a movie, play games 
or read a book – all within the pillow. 
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The Cloud Sleeper has a 2-valve system 
so you can adjust the top and bottom 
sections separately for custom comfort 
and an EZ Inflate feature so it inflates 
and deflates in seconds. Available in 
March 2016, it also has a removable 
and washable headrest cover. MSRP 
$29.99-$34.99

Cool-it Caddy ___________Booth 5132
Traveling with heat-sensitive items is 
easy with Cool-it Caddy®: Just grab a 
fab little freeze-and-go bag to take with 
you anywhere to keep your cosmet-
ics, medications or healthy snacks icy 
cool. Cool-it Caddy’s newest bag is the 
Bella. Larger at 10” x 7” x 3”, it has a 
removable cross-body strap and comes 
in a new fabric with great new colors. 
MSRP $39.95

an inner zip guard, self-fabric stud cuff 
adjusters and zipped side hand warm-
ers. MSRP $150

Dejuno _________________ Booth 6037
Travel confidently with the 3-piece 
Contour Set from Dejuno. Each expand-
able and lightweight piece features a 
durable polycarbonate body, deluxe 
wheels for easy navigation and built-in 
TSA-accepted lock. See the full collec-
tion at The International Travel Goods 
Show, Booth 6037. MSRP $540/set

Collection features one of the lightest 
and most durable cases on the market. 
This feature-rich collection includes 
the DELSEY-patented Overweight 
Indicator and several organizational 
options such as an easy-access bottom 
pocket and a garment compartment 
to help make travel seamless. Made 
from sturdy, water-repellent DuraTec™ 
fabric, the upright cases expand and 
are designed for maximum packing 
capacity. Retail price for the Carry-On 
Expandable Spinner Trolley is $129.99.

DIGIPAS USA _____________ Booth 2111
The patented eGeeTouch® Smart NFC-
Bluetooth Luggage Lock is a 2015/2016 
CES award-winning innovation that 
delivers a hassle-free and peace-of-mind 
travel experience. Embedded with dual 
state-of-art proximity access and vicin-
ity tracking technologies, it requires no 
key, no digit-wheels dial and no code 
memorizing to secure luggage. This 
TSA-accepted lock works with both 
NFC and Bluetooth-enabled smart-
phones and smart wearable devices in 
conjunction with an app. It is meticu-
lously engineered to provide one-touch 
ultra-high security access, multiple 
unlocking options and advanced prox-
imity tracking and access tracing fea-
tures. MSRP $10-30 (varies depending 
on feature customization)

Cool-it Caddy’s new Bella comes in  
black (above) and pewter (swatch).

Craghoppers ____________Booth 4105
Craghoppers’ new hot-climate NosiLife 
Adventure Jacket packs in all the tech 
you need, including Insect Shield® 
insect repellent and solar shield and 
an integrated RFID pocket. Enjoy 
day-long moisture management plus 
enough onboard storage to accommo-
date all your travel essentials. In sizes 
S through XXL, the mesh-lined jacket 
also has a stud-fastening stormflap with 

Craghoppers’ NosiLife Adventure Jacket 
comes in dark khaki and pebble.

The stylish Contour Set comprises 20”, 24” 
and 28” models.

DELSEY _________________Booth 1060
With the carry-on bag weighing less 
than 5 lbs, the DELSEY CHATILLON 

DELSEY’s CHATILLON Collection gives 
travelers lightweight bags so they can devote 

more weight for essential items. 

Beautifully designed with a modern 
and premium look, the eGeeTouch® 
Smart NFC-Bluetooth Luggage  
Lock appeals to sophis- 
ticated frequent  
travelers.

Eagle Creek _____________Booth 6009
Packable into one of the end pock-
ets, Cargo Hauler Duffels from Eagle 
Creek’s Outdoor Gear line are built 
with a superlight and strong storm-
proof Bi-Tech™ Armor Lite materi-
al, burly self-repairing main zippers, 
angled grab handles, horizontal lash 
points, removable backpack straps and 
a large U-shaped opening to access 
even the deepest recesses. As a first in 
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the luggage industry, the Outdoor Gear 
Cargo Hauler line uses a proprietary 
non-petroleum based fabric coating for 
super strength, super light weight and 
supreme performance. MSRP $89/40L; 
$99/60L; $109/90L; $119/120L

bag – the large cube can fit up to 13 dress 
shirts – in a neat and orderly fashion 
and separate clothing by bottoms/tops, 
travel outfits or weather. The smaller 
cubes hold electronics or essentials you 
need for the day. You’ll be able to see the 
contents through the mesh and avoid 
wrinkled clothing. MSRP $38/set

and designed to be the lightest, most 
spacious on the market. The hammocks 
are accompanied by a set of trunk 
straps featuring 29 attachments loops 
and a combined weight capacity of 
400 lbs and measuring 14-feet-long – 
the lightest and longest available and 
allowing for quick and easy set up 
virtually anywhere. MSRP $99/Single 
Hammock; $120/Double Hammock; 
$45/Trunk Strap

Cargo Hauler Duffels are bigger, badder and 
stronger, and make the perfect field  

test duffel.

GABBIANO/CY International Group 
_________________________Booth 3035
Travel with style while packing around 
this sleek 3-piece expandable hardside 
spinner set. Comprising 21”, 25” and 
29” models constructed of 100% poly-
carbonate, Gradient Blue luggage fea-
tures a sporty, gradient pattern, 8-wheel 
spinners, built-in TSA-accepted lock 
and two interior mesh pockets. MSRP 
$560/set

The Gradient Blue from CY International is 
complete with two uprights and a carry-on. 

Genius Pack ____________ Booth 3087
Here’s a great way to organize and cus-
tomize the way you pack: Compression 
Packing Cubes by Genius Pack, featur-
ing a unique stretch-top mesh. Available 
as a set of three (small, medium, large), 
the cubes allow you to fit more into your 

Compression Packing Cubes by Genius Pack 
help make unpacking easier when you reach 

your destination. 

Go Travel _______________Booth 2000
Designed to provide the ultimate in 
support and deluxe comfort, Go Travel’s 
Ultimate Memory Pillow from the new 
Sleep Life Range is made with high-
density memory foam that effortlessly 
molds to the natural contours of the 
neck and chin. A patent-pending design 
that provides revolutionary structured 
support, it features fully adjustable ten-
sion straps at the front of the pillow to 
further enhance comfort by securing it 
in place, preventing the head from fall-
ing forward. MSRP $34.95

Feel like you’re sleeping on a cloud with Go 
Travel’s Ultimate Memory Pillow.

Grand Trunk ____________Booth 4069
Grand Trunk introduces the 
ONEMADE™ Collection of limited edi-
tion U.S.-made hammocks and trunk 
straps. The collection features an exclu-
sive MARPAT™ camouflage print Single 
Hammock, plus four Double Hammocks 
in proprietary TRUNKTECH™ nylon 

Grand Trunk’s ONEMADE line of hammocks 
and trunk straps is made in the USA.

Haiku ___________________Booth 3059
Think of the versatile Venture as a 
clutch plus. On light outings, the eco-
friendly Venture carries your phone, 
cards and cash. Other times it becomes 
the perfect small purse, with folio-style 
dividers for sunglasses, passport, essen-
tials – even a small notebook. Structural 
piping allows it to sit upright while 
claiming minimal table space at the 
café. An RFID-blocking card pocket and 
a security-locking zipper make it ideal 
for travel. MSRP $60

Haiku’s Venture has a water-resistant lining 
and coating and a quick-snap zipper locking 

feature.

Hedgren ________________ Booth 3171
The Hedgren Connect line of tech-savvy 
bags includes the Junction Backpack, a 
fully featured backpack with 15” laptop 
storage, tablet pocket, RFID-blocking 
storage pockets, locking zippers, crush-
proof pocket and a removable phone 
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case. The Connect line features storage 
for portable battery chargers for phone, 
tablet and laptop, and comes bundled 
with a retractable USB cable that inte-
grates with the bag for easy charging. 
MSRP $119

silhouette with roomy center compart-
ment, front organizer and padded tab-
let/phone pockets, as well as a large 
padded exterior rear laptop compart-
ment. The hardworking Dopp Kit 
($34.95), a stylish and water-resistant 
option for carrying cosmetics and toi-
letries, sits well with the roller bags as a 
mini travel set.

Heys Luggage ___________Booth 2017

73813 in 350D heathered twill. Plenty 
of storage is offered among the bag’s 
fleece-lined and padded tablet and com-
puter sleeve, molded EVA foam storage 
pocket, open quick-access pockets and 
multiple organization compartments. 
Available in black, midnight, sand, 
mercury and cranberry, the backpack 
offers padded body panels for better 
protection and structural integrity and 
neoprene EVA foam padded shoulder 
straps. MSRP $89.99

The Junction Backpack by Hedgren is tech-
savvy and feature-rich.

Henan Guangda Textiles _Booth 3156
The Prominent Luggage Set is afford-
able sophistication. Comprising 20”, 
24”, and 28” models, the lightweight 
cases are made of sturdy ABS and fea-
ture an aluminum trolley system with 
push button, a 4-wheel spinner system, 
extendible rubber handles and roomy 
interior. MSRP $200/set

Prominent from Henan 
Guangda Textiles has 
a modern look and 
practical functionality.

HEX ____________________Booth 2026
New travel bags have joined HEX’s 
Calibre Collection: the Carry On Roller 
(MSRP $199.95), sized per airline carry-
on specifications, features a modern 

HEX’s Carry On Roller and Dopp Kit are 
available in a matte black coated canvas or 

custom PU coated camo print.

Colorful, distinctive and stylishly on-
trend, Heys introduces new prints 
to its Fashion Spinners luggage line. 
Fully-featured, the 3-piece sets offer 
four smooth 360° spinner wheels, gel-
cushioned side and top handles, built-
in TSA-accepted locks, a lightweight 
aluminum trolley handle system and 
a zipper-released expansion system 
for an extra 20% in packing capacity. 
Fully lined interiors feature a zipped 
divider, multiple pockets, a buckled 
compression strap and custom Fashion 
Spinner badging. MSRP $479.99/set 
or $139.99/21”; $159.99/26”; $179.99/30”

High Sierra ______________Booth 1197
From the UBT: Urban Business Travel 
Collection comes feature-rich Backpack 

(L to R) Spotlight, Blue Agate and Ombre 
Sunset are three of the seven new Heys 

Fashion Spinner prints available.

High Sierra’s new UBT Backpack has 
contrasting trim, aluminum Duraflex 

hardware and a heat-printed graphic lining.

HONTUS ________________Booth 6043
Fusing art and science together is the 
Esotico Hardside Spinner Collection 
by Mia Toro Italy from HONTUS. This 
case is made from lightweight armor-
flex composite with Mia Toro’s exclu-
sive scratch-resistant Raw Carbon Fiber 
Texture and features an innovative  

Travel in style and comfort 
with Esotico, exclusive  
to Mia Toro, from  
HONTUS.
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opening system. All sizes have a front 
pocket with special organization to 
make getting in and out of your lug-
gage easier. MSRP $300/20” carry-on; 
$400/24”; $500/29” 

J World New York _______ Booth 5083
Colorful butterflies flitting across a 
black or white background add beauty 
to J World’s Butterfly Art Carry-On 
Luggage. Made of lightweight polycar-
bonate, the case features a telescoping 
double handle, TSA-accepted combi-
nation lock, an interior divider panel 
with mesh pockets, elastic cross straps, 
double spinner wheels and top and side 
grip handles. MSRP $200

J World’s Butterfly Art  
Carry-On Luggage is  
beauty in motion.

converted into a cross-body, backpack, 
shoulder bag or anything in between 
by simply adjusting the sliders on the 
shoulder strap. The bag is made from 
hand-stained vegetable re-tanned buf-
falo leather that grows in character and 
beauty, building a rich patina as it ages. 
MSRP $198

JUMP Paris/DOT-DROPS Paris 
__________________________Booth 1157

tanned cowhide leather, milled to create 
a soft texture and light grain. The highs 
and lows of the surface will develop 
a deep sheen as it wears in, strik-
ing a seamless balance between ele-
gant shine and rustic, authentic color. 
The surface’s slight polish will deepen 
and darken to a warm gloss in areas 
of contact. Collection pieces include 
the Dillon Tote (MSRP $250), Wyatt 
Briefcase ($475), Houston Backpack 
($450) and Dallas Postal Bag ($360).

LCI Brands ______________Booth 5001

Jack Georges ______Booths 2036, 2039
This Jack Georges Convertible Bag from 
the Voyager Collection (Style #7133) 
features a patent-pending Slidestrap 
system, which allows the bag to be 

Named for a city in the south of France 
is JUMP’s 2-piece Cassis Collection. The 
suitcase (MSRP $300), a masterpiece 
with its unique patent-pending design, 
is made of 100% virgin polycarbon-
ate from Bayer®, finished with double 
Hinomoto® wheels and leather trim-
mings. The Rucksack ($175) is sturdy in 
700D high density, waterproof polyester 
and sporty with top grain leather for 
handles and trimmings. Representing 
the best of DOT-DROPS is the Chapter 4 
Collection with brushed finish and old-
school top grain leather post handles. 
This collection features a new design for 
the double-wheels for a smoother flow 
with high stability. MSRP from $400

JUMP’s Cassis Collection  
shown in  
gingerbread 

Jack Georges Convertible Bag from the 
Voyager Collection

DOT-DROPS’ Chapter 4 Collection is made 
of 100% virgin polycarbonate  
from Bayer® and top grain  
leather.

Korchmar _______________Booth 2045
The Korchmar Saddle Collection is con-
structed of 8 oz full grain vegetable 

Sleek silhouettes, durable and practical 
yet luxurious, too – it’s Korchmar Saddle 

Collection.

Lewis N. Clark enhances luggage secu-
rity with three new Indicator Locks, 
each featuring zinc alloy construction 
and a resettable 3-dial combination: 
Travel Sentry® Indicator Heavy-Duty 
Cable Lock (MSRP $18.99); Travel 
Sentry Indicator Combo Lock ($12.49); 
and Travel Sentry Indicator Cable Lock 
($17.49). Each lock features a red cyl-
inder that pops out of the bottom if the 
lock has been opened.

LiteGear ________________Booth 4035
Designed for maximum versatility, the 
eco-friendly Rolling Mobile Pro was 

Ideal for travel and many other uses, 
Indicator Locks from LCI Brands are sturdily 

constructed and have varying individual 
features.
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designed with separate individual 
quick-access pockets for laptop, tab-
let, smartphone, water bottle and desk 
tools, and geared up with apps: thermal 
food container, document organizer, 
flashlight, mesh accessory pouch and 
neoprene cord manager. Measuring 17” 
x 10” x 9”, it is also compliant with 
airline specs for your personal item. 
MSRP $129.95

LOKSAK’s SHIELDSAKs®, featuring 
military-grade fabric faraday cage con-
struction so strong and impenetrable, it 
is called R.F. Fortress. Now available for 
civilians, SHIELDSAKs come in three 
sizes (4.25” x 7”; 9.35” x 11.45”; 12” x 
18”), are abrasion-resistant and have 
a temperature range of -22oF to 194°F. 
MSRP $71.89/smartphone; $159.29/tab-
let; $199/laptop

Mancini Leather Goods Inc. 
_________________________Booth 2058

choices. An attitude of understated ele-
gance is achieved by its light weight, 
clean geometric lines, contrast stitch-
ing and gold-tone hardware accents. A 
top color coordinated zipper opens to 
a black and white paisley-lined interior 
compartment. Inside are a secure zip-
per pocket and two leather-reinforced 
accessory slip pockets for tablets up to 
13” in screen size. MSRP $140

LiteGear’s smart Rolling Mobile Pro is a 
smooth-gliding backpack with a haul handle.

Lojel ____________________Booth 3095
The versatile Vita Collection has a 
unique 80/20 split design that can haul 
larger gear with its extended depth. Its 
patent-pending depth-adjusting straps 
keep all contents secured even if the 
compartment is partially filled. It 
is made of advance PP that is suit-
able for all rigorous environments.  
MSRP $179.95/small; $219.95/medium; 
$249.95/large

Tough, light and scuff-proof, Lojel’s Vita 
Collection is perfect for those who love the 
snow, the sand and anything in between.

LOKSAK Inc. _____________ Booth 3167
Get off-the-grid security for your 
smartphone, tablet and laptop with 

There’s no hacking, tracking or scanning your 
personal info with LOKSAK’s SHIELDSAKs.

Made of the finest quality vegetable 
tanned leather, the Calabria Messenger 
Bag for Laptop is equipped with the 
latest RFID wave-blocking technology 
and features a zippered compartment 
with separate tablet and laptop padded 
sleeves to keep devices secure and pro-
tected. An organizer and practical pock-
ets on the front and rear keep personal 
items at your fingertips. It is available 
in brown and black. MSRP $327.99

McKlein Company _______Booth 1033
McKlein Company’s new McKleinUSA 
M Series of contemporary women’s 
business totes, including Cristina, 
Glenna and Alicia (shown), is dressed in 
top grain leather with a variety of color 

Mancini’s Calabria Collection couples 
elegance and durability with functionality.

McKlein Company’s Alicia and her sister totes 
are ideal carry-alls for business or personal 

travel.

Nuki ____________________ Booth 3107

Nuki introduces the world’s first pat-
ented front-opening hardshell luggage 
with its 28” Houndstooth Upright hard-
shell case. Enjoy easy access and easy 
packing without splitting a case open 
into two halves – or sacrificing the 
protection of hard shell luggage. Made 

Save time and save 
your back with 
Nuki’s front-opening 
Houndstooth Upright 
hardshell case.
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of ABS plus two layers of polycarbon-
ate, this case has a full interior lining, 
internal zipper pockets, top and side 
carry handles and four multi-direction 
spinner wheels. MSRP $299

Pacsafe _________________Booth 5009

ABS. Lightweight, durable and protec-
tive of its contents, cases feature four 
multidirectional spinner wheels that 
rotate 360° for easy maneuverability, 
a modern internal chrome telescoping 
handle with push-button handle and 
interior mesh, zip and elastic pockets. 
MSRP $350/set

Royce Leather/Emporium Leather 
Co. _____________________Booth 2018
Here is a luxurious way to safely 
store your sacred smartwatch while 
also keeping it beautifully maintained 
and charged: Royce Leather’s Luxury 
Smart Watch Box and USB Charging 
Storage Unit for Apple Watch. A see-
through glass top elegantly showcases 
the smartwatch while a subtle slot in 
the back enables USB charging. Hand-
milled hardware adorns the lock. The 
entire case is finished with pebbled full 
grain leather for an upscale presenta-
tion. MSRP $200

Work in style with the Adrienne Vittadini  
21” Expandable Rolling Business Suiter with  

Workbook Pocket.

Sakroots ________________Booth 2146
Sakroots gives mellow a brilliant pop of 
color with its bestselling Flap Backpack 
in neon Spirit Desert, featuring fuchsia, 
orange, teal and lime colors and patterns 
swirling across a black background. 
Stash your everyday must-haves inside 
and rock the Flap Backpack to school, 
work or when traveling. MSRP $79

Pacsafe’s Slingsafe LX250 Anti-Theft Tote is 
available in black (shown), chili and  

tweed gray.

The youthful-style Slingsafe LX250 Anti-
Theft Tote is ideal for any travel or 
city adventure. It is loaded with anti-
theft technologies, including eXomesh 
Slashguard, a stainless steel wire webbing 
imbedded into the bag’s fabric; Carrysafe 
Slashguard with wire and Dyneema to 
prevent cut-and-run theft; smart zipper 
security for an additional layer of protec-
tion; and RFID-blocking material to help 
protect ID and credit cards from hacker 
scanning. MSRP $64.95

Rockland Fox Luggage 
__________________________Booth 1158
The 2-piece Carbon Fiber Print Luggage 
Set (20”, 28”) is made of polycarbonate/

Pack more while avoiding airlines’ excess 
weight surcharges with Fox’s Carbon Fiber 

Print Luggage.

Available in black, Royce Leather’s Luxury 
Smart Watch Box and USB Charging Storage 

Unit cossets your Apple Watch.

Rugged Equipment _____Booth 3069
A fusion of elegance and utility, the 
Adrienne Vittadini 21” Expandable 
Rolling Business Suiter with Workbook 
Pocket features lightweight construc-
tion in ABS with PC printing and a 
deluxe 8-wheel Spinner system. Stay 
organized with an expandable main 
compartment and zippered front pocket 
with workbook sleeve. Available in pur-
ple, silver and red, the case has a fully 
lined interior, heavy duty zippers and 
signature zipper pulls. MSRP $360

Sakroots’ Flap Backpack adds the perfect 
pop of color for any look.

ShedRain Umbrellas _____Booth 2123

ShedRain’s  
new ShedRays  

automatic  
open umbrella
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The ShedRays® Auto Open compact 
sun/rain umbrella sports a 42” arc and 
3-section shaft. With black electrostatic 
steel shaft and ribs, the umbrella has 
a grooved silver plastic handle and sil-
ver polyurethane underside coating for 
UPF 50+ sun protection – the highest 
possible rating. It comes in black, new 
navy, ocean and grass. MSRP $24.99

Sockwell _________________Booth 3119
Sockwell’s new T Ceremony Compres-
sion Sock, available in women’s sizes 
S/M and M/L, boasts a fun yet elegant 
design made up of Sockwell’s special 
Cashmerino/bamboo wool blend that is 
perfect for anyone on the go. Made in 

the USA, this 15-20 
mmHG compression 
sock features span-
dex throughout the 
sock, graduated com-

pression leg, a turn 
welt top, arch support, 

ultra light cushion sole 
and seamless toe clo-

sure. MSRP $24.99

Giving the therapeutic sock 
a lifestyle look is the T 

Ceremony Compression 
Sock by Sockwell.

great bit of kit, built to keep you outside 
longer to explore further. MSRP $320

Talus ____________________Booth 5097
Pack Neat ‘n Fresh Laundry Bags from 
Talus on your travels. Featuring antimi-
crobial odor barrier protection, these 
odor-blocking bags are made of tear-
resistant ripstop polyester. They are 
currently available in green. MSRP $9/
set of two bags

Travel Smart by Conair ___Booth 1003

Stuffa ____________________Booth 4121
A waterproof, single skin outer jacket 
with a removable inner jacket with 12 
stuffable, concealed pockets: Meet the 
extremely versatile Odyssey Jacket by 
Stuffa. Ditch the baggage when travel-
ing and stuff your jacket full to keep 
warm when the temperature drops. The 
lightweight outer shell on its own is a 

Talus’ Neat ‘n Fresh Laundry Bags

Tianjin Textile Group ____Booth 3158
The 3-piece White Rose Luggage Set 
catches the eye with its black cases 
accented in light blue and gray. These 
expandable trolley cases, in 20”, 24” 
and 28” models, are made of durable 
1200D polyester and offer front and 
side panels with EVA, an inside alumi-
num trolley system with push button, 
four all-direction wheels and extend-
able top and side handles. It is fully 
lined. MSRP $200/set

The White Rose 
Luggage Set by Tianjin 
Textile Group

The TS68MB Multipurpose Bag is perfect for 
travel and home use.

This water-resistant travel bag has 
convenience written all over it. A 
sturdy nylon 3-in-1 bag, the TS68MB 
Multipurpose Bag can be used as either 
a duffle bag, garment bag or laundry 
bag. It has a durable shoulder strap 
for convenient carrying as a duffle bag 
and an adjustable drawstring closure. 
Measuring 39” x 23” x 3.5”, it folds eas-
ily for convenient storage. MSRP $14.99

Traveler’s Choice Travelware 
__________________________Booth 1188

The Silverwood by Traveler’s Choice has all 
the amenities travelers need in their luggage.

Meet the Silverwood, a 21” carry-on 
hardside spinner in 100% polycarbon-
ate with a unique diamond-cut tex-
ture finish to prevent abrasive scratches 
and finger prints. Featuring the patent-
pending T-Cruiser Handle System and 
patent-pending Dual Cyclone Spherical 
Spinner Wheel System, this case has a 
main compartment with a large clam-
shell opening; top, side and bottom 
carry handles; imprinted fully lined 
interior with zippered center divider; 
front pocket organizers to store laptop, 
tablet, charging cables, small electronic 

The Odyssey Jacket by Stuffa can be worn 
year-round and gives travelers options 

without limitations.
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equipment, files and pens; and a built-
in TSA-accepted lock with two keys. 
MSRP $299.99

Travelers Club Luggage __Booth 6013

attach two Spinners together. Just con-
nect the Spinners back-to-back with 
Velcro®-brand straps and you’re ready 
to roll. An external USB Port and inte-
grated battery pouch in the Carry-On 
Spinner provides convenient access to 
power for electronic essentials on the 
move. MSRPs range from $80-$320.

Travel ultra light and assured 
with Travelpro’s Maxlite® 4 Collection. 
This extensive collection features 11 
lightweight and durable Spinner and 
Rollaboard® models with the look and 
quality of much more expensive lug-
gage. Collection pieces are packed with 
innovations like tapered expansion for 
added stability, the patented Contour 
Grip for more comfort and control 
and stylish accents throughout. MSRPs 
range from $140-$380.

Versatile and lightweight, Atlantic’s affordable 
Unite 2 is perfect for family travelers.

The Maxlite 4 Collection from Travelpro

Travelsox/Vitalsox/Sox 
_________________________Booth 3084
Here’s a performance advantage for her: 
Vitalsox Ladies’ Graduated Compression 
athletic socks are made in Italy with 
antibacterial and quick-drying Silver 
Drystat. Featuring Travelsox’s patented 
graduated compression, the 
socks boost performance, 
stimulate blood circula-
tion and improve oxy-
gen delivery to mus-
cles. MSRP $39

Travelsox’s Vitalsox  
provide a host of  
benefits, including  
proven cramp  
relief and 
superior  
arch and 
plantar  
support.

WALTER + RAY ___________Booth 2161
Travel super hero BendyMan Flashlight 
+ Tablet Stand will become your go-to 
travel must-have. Less than 1/4” thick 
and approximately 6” tall, BendyMan 
can hold smaller tablets and smart-
phones so you can prop up your device 
and surf in comfort. The item’s bendable 
arms and legs can be used as a hook to 
hold items and its bright flashlight eyes 
will illuminate the darkest areas. MSRP 
$10 (includes button cell batteries)

A fun design and colors make BendyMan 
easy to spot, use and pack.

ZERO HALLIBURTON _____Booth 1069

TPRC® Old English Collection of Rolling 
Verticals from Travelers Club

Designed with an eye for fashion, the 
3-piece TPRC® Old English Collection 
of Rolling Verticals is constructed of 
Travelers Club’s new cotton/polyester 
hybrid material. Stronger and more 
stylish than regular materials, it even 
has a touch of sparkle so you can 
always find your bags. Features include 
expansion for up to 25% more pack-
ing capacity on demand, fully lined 
interior with wet pocket, locking tie 
straps, top and side carry-handles and 
corner-mounted spinner wheels. MSRP 
$150/20”; $250/24”; $350/28” 

Travelpro International __Booth 1182
Atlantic’s Unite™ 2 with updated 
Link2Go™ is an innovative way to 

Ready to catch your customers’ eye is ZERO 
HALLIBURTON’s Premier Attaché in new  

collection color gold. 

The newest color in ZERO HALLIBUR-
TON’s Premier Attaché Collection is 
gold. Richer and more robust than 
from previous generations, this shade 
of gold is eye-catching in your store, 
on a plane and in the boardroom. It is 
available in two sizes – 3” and 4” – and 
features the company’s iconic double-
rib design, signature drawbolt latches 
and ultra-durable piano hinge. MSRP 
$695/each b


